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Abstract

The article presents a comprehensive and detailed conceptual framework on the effects of employees’ perceived organizational support on their paradoxical intentions of leaving to and staying with the organization in Psychological Contract Perspective. This study anticipates proposing an applicable technique to examine empirically the interrelationships of employees’ perceived organizational support, psychological contract fulfillment, intention to stay and intention to leave. This paper proposes theory-based path model, and possible interrelationships of related constructs such that the future analysis would be based on related statistical methods may include structural equation modeling approach. Although numerous researchers have studied the broad topics of perceived organizational support and employees’ turnover intentions, none of those studies has explored the paradoxical and differential impact of perceived organizational support on the intentions of staying and leaving. The innovative propositions using psychological contract fulfillment lenses in the relationship of perceived organizational support with the intention to stay and intention to leave, as explained by psychological contract perspective of social exchange theory would be the originality of this paper and possible contribution to the body of knowledge.
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1. Introduction

Voluntary turnover and employee retention is extensively studied over the past few decades and yet continue to hold widespread and now global attention in the 21st century [1]. The negative relationship of turnover with firm’s financial performance [2][3] has made this area more significant for academicians and practitioners. Empirical evidence suggests that a high rate of voluntary turnover, especially that of skilled and professional employees, is costly for organizations because it affects organizational effectiveness and success [4][5][6][7]. The act of professionals and skilled employees leaving organizations in search of greener pastures, would leave a negative impact particularly on the organization’s competitive advantage, morale of other staff, knowledge loss, decreased productivity and work quality, increased recruiting expenses and training costs. [9-12]. A Recent study through a meta-analysis [13] discloses that the overall correlation between voluntary turnover rates and organizational performance is negative. Despite these unfavorable consequences, the voluntary turnover rate across the globe remains relatively high. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2016),[14] reported that 2.8 million quits (i.e voluntary turnover) were documented in the month of November 2015 [15]. A more recent study on the US-based marketi shows that the sixty percent of the today’s workforce lose their company within three years. Eighty-seven percent of companies reported that the cost to replace each millenial employee they lose was between $15-25,000. Fifty-six percent say it takes them from three to seven weeks to arrange a fully productive replacement. An international survey of 2,500 business leaders by Deloitte (2014) revealed that employee retention was one of the top challenges facing businesses and HR managers today. Despite the volumes of research literature already on the subject, voluntary turnover is still a global phenomenon and retaining good employees is still becoming a significant challenge for organizations in achieving their strategic objectives. The phenomena that turnover is still an appealing issue that warrants for more research to be done to understand the causes of voluntary turnover. Intention to leave (ITL) remained the focus of investigation being the single most influential predictor of actual leaving [16-18]. Traditionally intention to leave (ITL) is used interchangeably with a positive construct of intention to stay (ITS). The emerging concept which explains that high turnover can co-exist with high retention. Howe et al. 2012 [19] argues that intention to leave and intention to stay are different constructs which explain turnover differently. This conceptual study is in line with many research studies[20-22]. This conceptual paper aims to conceptualize the motivators of both intention to stay (ITS) and intention to leave (ITL) to describe the leaving as well as staying behavior of employees.

2. Theoretical foundation

Conway & Briner, (2002) [23] stated that the psychological contract shares some features including the reciprocity norm with other approaches like a social exchange and organizational support. According to Blau (1964), “social exchanges are ‘voluntary actions’ which may be initiated by an organization’s treatment of its employees, with the expectation that such treatment will eventually be reciprocated in kind.” Social Exchange Theory (SET) was originally introduced to examine the interpersonal relationships. However, it has been applied mostly to explain the nature of the relationship between employee and the employer [24]. Social
exchange relationships develop when an organization or organization’s agent shows concern for its employees, it usually results in favorable consequences for the organization [25]. Consequent ally, active employee attitudes and behaviors are the results of positive social exchange relationships.

Social exchange theory and psychological contract theory share the features of reciprocity and exchange relationship. The norm of reciprocity [26] mainly explain the phenomenon of the psychological contract and also supports its conception as an exchange construct [27]. Previous research studies suggest that the level of reciprocity depends upon the value of the exchange as perceived by employees [28][29]. The organizational support theory postulates that organization values employee’s contributions and cares about their well-being and employees have global beliefs regarding this extent. These beliefs are found in the perceptions of the organization’s readiness to reward increased work effort and satisfy socio-emotional needs [30]. Usually, studies use the global measure of organizational support which adopts the traditional conceptualization of the organization as a “monolithic, undifferentiated identity” [31]. This is also consistent with Levinson’s [32] view that employees embody the organization, observing it as having dispositional features including benevolent or malevolent intentions toward them. Employees could consider high-performance human resource practices as a form of investment by the organization [33]. The dominant theoretical perspectives in the psychological contract research appear to have much in common with each other, yet they have mostly evolved independently of one another. Conway & Briner,[34] asserted that while the psychological contract draws upon the theories of social exchange and organizational support, it also contributes uniquely to the understanding of the exchange literature. Social exchange theory provided a theoretical foundation for psychological contract and perceived organizational support. Thus, the two approaches share two key features: the presence of an exchange relationship and reciprocity. Eisenberger [35] conceptually integrated psychological contract and perceived organizational support. Employees used both psychological contracts and perceived organizational support to evaluate their employment relationship. The first key difference is owing to the interpretation of perceptions and beliefs in the evaluation of psychological contract and perception of organizational support. By definition, perceived organizational support captures employees’ expectations regarding the level of the organization’s commitment to them, while psychological contract encapsulates perceived mutual obligations and the extent of fulfillment of these obligations in the exchange relationship between worker and the organization. Secondly, perceived organizational support focuses on the employer’s side of the exchange as it is perceived by the individual employees. Whereas the psychological contract includes a perspective owned by employee and employer, thus, at the very least, it involves two or more parties. Thirdly, perceived organizational support captures an individual’s perception of organizational treatment regardless of the explicit or implicit promises made by the organization. In contrast, psychological contract focuses on the discrepancy of what is fulfilled rather than the actual treatment alone.

The argument for the linkages between organizational support, psychological contract and employee outcomes presented in this study hinges on the notions of social exchange theory: reciprocity and exchange relationship. Following this argument, this paper conceptualizes the integration of these theories to share a common interest in examining the impact of employee perception about support from the Organizational Support (POS) and fulfillment of their psychological contract (PCF) on stay and leave intentions. Psychological contract theory is the most cited to explain the phenomenon of talent management in the literature [36]. These arguments are developed and further discussed in the next section, following which the framework of this conceptual study is proposed based on the interaction of social exchange, psychological contract, and organizational support theories.

2.1. Intention to leave (ITL) and intention to stay (ITS)

Intention to leave refers to “the subjective estimation of an individual regarding the probability of leaving an organization”. It is considered “a conscious and deliberate desire to leave the organization within the near future as last part of a sequence in the withdrawal cognition process” [37]. Intention to Leave (ITL) is known as the single best predictor of actual turnover. Its most influential predictors are job satisfaction and organizational commitment, e.g., a meta-analysis found correlations of these constructs with the intention to leave was -0.22 and -0.27, respectively. In fact, many studies support that job satisfaction and organizational commitment predict intention to leave and intention to leave predicts actual turnover [38]. In addition few well reported predictors of intention to leave are impact of personality and type of job [39], organizational justice, perceived career growth [40][41], job characteristics [42][43], perceived organizational and supervisory support [44], affective and normative commitment and goal clarity [45], organizational climate, commitment and support [46]. However, this study will focus in detail the prediction of ITL through perceived organizational support and psychological contract fulfillment in the following sections.

Intention to stay refers to “employees’ conscious and deliberate willingness to stay with the organization” [47]. The recognition of the concept that high turnover can co-exist with high retention has prompted the idea to look into the intentions of employees why they stay with the organizations instead of only focusing the leaving intentions. Furthermore, in retention-turnover research, “intention to leave” has been termed as replacement of “intention to stay.” Intention to stay was significantly related to career development, remuneration, person-organization fit (P-O fit), training, and recognition among Australian employees [48], freedom to employees to do their best, opportunities for employee development, employee loyalty and unique contribution to the organization among Indian T&D Organization employees [49], transformational leadership among IT personnel [50], perceived job security among service sector employees of Turkey [51], learning and development initiatives among engineers in Malaysia [52] and task shifting policy among Canadian personal support workers [53]. ITS and ITL are associated with similar factors. This is demanding the researchers to examine that what are the similarities and differences between the factors influencing to the stay and leave intentions of employees. However, this study focuses in detail on the prediction of ITS through perceived organizational support and psychological contract fulfillment in the following sections.

2.2. Psychological contract fulfillment (PCF)

It refers to “employee perceptions regarding the extent to which the organization has delivered on what was promised” [54]. It is the degree to which an employee believes his or her organization has fulfilled the obligations of the employer [55]. Psychological contract fulfillment measures the extent to which one party to the contract (employee) deems the other (employer) has met its obligations. From an employer perspective, it takes two forms: perceived employer fulfillment and perceived employee fulfillment. In the case of perceived employer fulfillment, the employee judges the extent to which the employer fulfills its obligations to them. The second form, perceived employee fulfillment emphasizes the employee perceptions of his or her fulfillment of obligations to the employer. This study focuses on perceived employer fulfillment instead of perceived employee fulfillment, as this has been found to be the most important aspect of the psychological contract on explaining employee outcomes. The psychological contract fulfillment is found positively associated with, OCB, organizational commitment, performance, and job satisfaction [56]. The impact of psychological contract fulfillment on employees’ intention to stay and intention to leave is discussed in section 5.3 of this paper.
2.3. Perceived organizational Support (POS)

Perceived Organizational support (POS) refers to “the general perception of employees’ regarding the degree to which their employer is concerned about their wellness and values their contributions”. This construct draws on Social Exchange Theory, which argues that in return for social rewards, recognition, and material benefits employees are motivated to stay and perform at an organization. Considering the exchange relation between organization and employee, provision of support from one party (either organization or employee) makes other reciprocate, which brings benefits for the other party [57] (Rhoades and Eisenberger, 2002). This is the main reason that reciprocity norm is considered as a vital part of developing further relationship forward. The perceptions of the support from organization generate an obligated responsibility in the employees to return the organization for this valuable consideration. Therefore, this reciprocity norm results towards convincing the employee to stay and do something for the organization with a strong bond of affiliation.

Organizations are investing massive amounts on the provision of support to its employees, but the consequences of such investments are still uncertain. A look at literature shows mixed results, some noticed significant (strong) relation of POS and its outcomes [58] other saw significant but moderate or weak link[59-61] while few noticed insignificant association[62-64]. These conflicting findings demand a further investigation [65], which is one of the prime aims of this research endeavour.

3. Interconnection of the constructs

3.1. Similarities and differences between ITL and ITS

Traditionally ITS and ITL were used interchangeably on the concept that the two constructs are the two opposite sides of the same coin. High ITS represented low ITL and vice versa. Recent evidence, however, suggests the factors influencing employees’ intentions to stay are different from those that affect employees’ intentions to leave [66]. A recent study conducted by Nancarrow and colleagues has demonstrated that ITS and ITL represent different constructs and do not measure the one [67]. While there is overlap, they suggested that these constructs should be utilized interchangeably with extreme care, principally when measuring these concepts in at workplaces [68]. Researchers have also investigated in different occupational groups including nurses [69], hospitality industry [70], Indian workers[71] and Australian & British health care workers[72] that different factors effect to both ITS and ITL. More importantly, Howe et al. [73] found that the antecedents of both constructs are not simply the opposite side of each other and forces which drive these two constructs are not exactly the same. The above discussion leads to propose here as under:

Proposition-5: The magnitude of the negative impact of POS on ITL will be different from the magnitude of the positive impact of POS on ITS.

Proposition-6: The mediation effect of PCF will be different for the negative relationship of POS on ITL and positive relationship of POS on ITS.

3.2. Mediation effect of psychological contract fulfilment

The psychological contract is the emerging explanation of employees’ attitudinal and behavioural outcomes at work. Whereas Psychological Contract Fulfilment (PCF) is used as an independent variable, it also explains the relationship of the organizational inducements and the employee outcome. Collins [74] (2010) found that Psychological Contract Fulfilment (PCF) reduced Intention to Leave. Hamilton & Treuer, [75] (2012) found that PCF is negatively related with employees’ ITL in line with the findings of the previous studies [76]. A recent study on generational preferences also supports the negative relationship of Psychological Contract Fulfilment (PCF) with Intention to Leave (ITL) across different generations [77]. Furthermore, a longitudinal study conducted on fresh graduate followed by 3-months, 6-months, and 18-months after their entry in organizations also support this negative relationship [78]. Apparently, it seems that researchers have studies the individual impact of PCF on ITL directly and through different mediators (e.g. job satisfaction, organizational commitment, trust) and under the moderation effect of few variables (e.g. transactional contract, relational contract, personality traits) but surprisingly the individual link of PCF is missing with ITS. The literature gives support to say that apart from the direct effect of POS on ITL and ITS, POS impacts PCF and PCF impacts ITL. However, the PCF and ITS relationship is derived from theoretical support, and this proposition is the contribution of this study. The above discussion helps us to state the following propositions:

Proposition-3: The psychological contract fulfilment (PCF) will mediate the negative impact of perceived organizational support (POS) on employees’ Intention to Leave (ITL).

Proposition 4: The psychological contract fulfilment (PCF) will mediate the positive impact of perceived organizational support (POS) on employees’ intention to stay (ITS).

3.3. Perceived organizational support and intentions to stay

Employees do not think to leave the organization if they have a positive perception of the support from it[79]. One of the significant outcomes of POS is ITS as reported by Rhoades and Eisenberger [80] (2002) in their meta-analysis. The factors of employee turnover normally explain the reason why employees are leaving the organization but these factors do not highlight the reasons behind the staying employees [81]. Furthermore, Cho, Johanson, and Guchait found the positive correlation between POS and employees’ intention to stay. Further, they revealed that POS, being a positive construct has a double impact on ITS as compared to ITL. POS is also found positively related with ITS in a study on Public Sector Employee of Kelang Valley Malaysia. Because only few research studies could be traced to describe the connection of POS with ITS, therefore, this study intend to propose testing the direct relationship between these variables to explain its nature. By following the argument explaining the impact of POS on ITL, we state the following proposition:

Proposition -2: Employees’ Perceived Organisational Support (POS) will impact positively on their Intentions to Stay (ITS) with the Organisations.

3.4. Perceived organizational support and intentions to leave

The theoretical support explains that, if employees have an active social exchange or reciprocity, they develop a high level of perceptions about organizational support. This perception makes the employees committed to staying in an organization. Conversely, if employees feel that organizational is not inclined to support them, they become less determined to stay in an organization. Organizational support brings positive changes in employees’ behaviours and job attitudes e.g. organizational citizenship behaviour, organizational commitment, job satisfaction, engagement, and intentions to leave [82] [83]. Though all these studies reported the significant relation between POS and employee outcomes, this study will focus on examining the effects of POS on employees ITL and ITS.

The results of a meta-analysis (Riggle et al. 2009) [84] concluded that high perceptions of organizational support is significantly related to lowering the intention to leave the organization. This meta-analysis reports 25% of the variance that POS accounted for intention to leave. Whereas a recent meta-analysis indicated that POS has a reasonable relationship (r= -0.453; p < 0.001 Predicting 23 percent) with intention to leave (ITL) [85].
Apart from above meta-analysis, few recent studies also found the negative relationship of POS with ITL in different contexts. Research conducted on employees of a food industry firm in the Emilia-Romagna region of Italy showed that the significant relation between perceived organizational support (POS) and turnover intentions (TI) was moderated by organizational identification. Further, a study on the hospitality worker of India also shows a negative relationship of POS of ITL through relational and transactional psychological contracts [87] [88]. Tuzun & Kalemc [89] (2012) discovered that employees had low perceptions of support from organization, but high perceptions of supervisory support would also report high levels of intentions to quit as compared to employees perceiving low PSS and weak POS. Moreover, Wickramasinghe & Wickramasinghe, [90] (2011) found that job involvement partially mediates the relationship between perceived organizational support and turnover intention in Sri Lankan formal production system employees. The new extensive body of research tends to agree with the negative relationship of POS with ITL, thereby we develop the following testable proposition.

Proposition-1: Employees’ Perceived Organizational Support (POS) is negatively related to their Intentions to Leave (ITL) the Organization.

4. Research design

In regarding design, the research, nature of the research problems as specified in the introduction and aim of this study, which then transformed into the conceptual framework, served the basis to decide the type of the research design which may be applied to this study. The intention of the research is to test the validity of the conceptualized model and explain the endogenous and exogenous variables in a particular context. To clarify the nature of the concept, further investigations may help through substantial literature review and expert opinions. Once the conceptual framework is confirmed with the help of past literature and theoretical support, the proposition may be tested by developing/ adapting or adopting the valid and reliable instruments for conducting the survey. As already discussed, tools from existing theories and literature on each variable is an integral part of the study design. Selecting suitable population and doing field survey to collect the data would be the next step. To examine and measure the variables and their interrelationship this phase may opt for structural equation modeling (SEM) which is one of the suitable techniques to assess the relationships between the constructs and to test the propositions. This method combines the principle of factor analysis and multiple regressions and accordingly addresses the testing of the propositions and the model fit. While explaining the relationships among the model constructs, the theories used in conceptualizing the study may be tested with SEM technique.

5. Conclusion and implications

This study aims to present and conceptually examine the differential impact of perceived organizational support and psychological contract fulfillment on intention to stay and intention to leave, termed in this paper as Push & Pull impact. The theoretical model presented in the study postulates that perceived organizational support and psychological contract fulfillment predict to both employees’ intention to stay and intention to leave. Psychological contract fulfillment anticipates playing the role of mediator between the relationship of perceived organizational support, and employees’ paradoxical intentions of staying with and leaving to the workplace. Finally, the differential impact of psychological contract fulfillment and perceived organizational support predict on employees’ staying and leaving intentions. The possible findings are anticipated to produce meaningful improvement in managing and understanding the paradoxical nature of intention to stay and intention to leave constructs in practice as well as in theory. The main managerial and administrative implication from this study will be that it will challenge the employees’ retention strategies which are only based on the factors predicting employees’ intention to leave rather than also taking in consideration to the staying intentions of the employees. By investigating the Push and Pull impact of the organizational inducement, employer, especially the HR managers, can effectively manage the retention and turnover of the employees.

The implications for further research would be to test the model for other organizational inducements such as organizational justice, career growth, supervisory support, etc. and job-related inducements such as job characteristics. Furthermore, by testing the proposed model for individual factors such as demographics, previous experiences, and family to work support, etc. might describe the similarities and the differences between the factors affecting employees’intentions to leave and their intentions to stay in the organization.
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